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Normalized amplitude quotient~NAQ! is presented as a method to parametrize the glottal closing
phase using two amplitude-domain measurements from waveforms estimated by inverse filtering. In
this technique, the ratio between the amplitude of the ac flow and the negative peak amplitude of the
flow derivative is first computed using the concept of equivalent rectangular pulse, a hypothetical
signal located at the instant of the main excitation of the vocal tract. This ratio is then normalized
with respect to the length of the fundamental period. Comparison between NAQ and its counterpart
among the conventional time-domain parameters, the closing quotient, shows that the proposed
parameter is more robust against distortion such as measurement noise that make the extraction of
conventional time-based parameters of the glottal flow problematic. Experiments with breathy,
normal, and pressed vowels indicate that NAQ is also able to separate the type of phonation
effectively. © 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1490365#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Jt, 43.70.Bk, 43.70.Gr, 43.72.Ar@AL #
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I. INTRODUCTION

Inverse filtering provides a noninvasive method to e
mate the excitation of voiced speech, the glottal volume
locity waveform. Inverse filtering studies typically involv
two stages. In the first one, an estimate of the glottal fl
waveform is computed either from the oral flow using t
pneumotachographic mask~also called the Rothenberg
mask! ~Rothenberg, 1973! or from the speech pressure wav
form ~e.g., Wonget al., 1979!. In the second stage, the ob
tained estimates of the glottal flow or its derivative are p
rametrized by expressing their most important features u
few numerical values.

Parametrization of the voice source has been the ta
of intensive research during the past few decades. This
turn, has resulted in a large variety of methods to quan
the waveforms given by inverse filtering. One of the mo
widely used approaches to parametrize the voice source
apply time-based parameters. This corresponds to quan
ing the glottal flow using certain quotients between t
closed phase, the opening phase, and the closing phase
glottal volume velocity waveform~e.g., Holmberget al.,
1988!. Time-based measures have also been computed u
the first derivative of the glottal flow by applying, for ex
ample, the time difference between the beginning of the c
ing phase and the instant of the maximal negative peak~Sun-
dberget al., 1993!. If inverse filtering is based on recordin
the oral flow using the properly calibrated Rothenberg ma

a!Portions of this work were presented in ‘‘Normalized amplitude quoti
for parameterization of the glottal flow,’’ Proceedings of the 5th Intern
tional Workshop, Advances in Quantitative Laryngoscopy, Voice a
Speech Research, Groningen, The Netherlands, April 2001.

b!Electronic mail: paavo.alku@hut.fi
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it is possible to parametrize voice production by measur
absolute amplitude domain values~e.g., ac flow, minimum
flow, negative peak amplitude of the differentiated flow!
~Holmberg et al., 1988; Hertega˚rd et al., 1992; Sundberg
et al., 1999!. Moreover, methods have been developed
quantify the voice source in the frequency domain. The
techniques are typically based on measuring the decay o
voice source spectrum either from the spectral harmon
~Howell and Williams, 1992; Childers and Lee, 1991! or
from the pitch-synchronously computed spectrum~Alku
et al., 1997!. Finally, one category of voice source paramet
zation methods is represented by techniques that fit cer
predefined mathematical functions using, for example,
Liljencrants–Fant~LF! model~Fantet al., 1985! to the glot-
tal waveform obtained by inverse filtering. In these metho
quantification of the voice source corresponds to determin
the optimal parameter values of the underlying mathemat
functions so that the glottal waveform given by inverse
tering is matched by its synthetic model~Carlson et al.,
1989; Strik and Boves, 1992!.

Among the quantification methods listed above, the u
of time-based parameters is one of the most prevalent.
three most commonly used time-based parameters are~1!
open quotient~OQ!, which is the ratio between the ope
phase of the glottal pulse and the length of the fundame
period; ~2! speed quotient~SQ!, which is the ratio between
the glottal opening and closing phases; and~3! closing quo-
tient ~CQ!, which is defined as the ratio between the glot
closing phase and the length of the fundamental period.
prevalence of these time-based parameters as a metho
quantify the voice source comes from the fact that they
be defined without knowing the absolute flow values of t
glottal volume velocity waveform. In other words, applyin
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Downloade
the time-based parameters does not require the use o
Rothenberg mask in the inverse filtering stage. Moreo
computation of the time-based parameters is, at least in p
ciple, straightforward because their values can be determ
from simple time-length measurements computed dire
from the waveforms given by inverse filtering. However, a
plication of the time-based parameters in practice has sho
unfortunately, that accurate computation of their values
problematic~Holmberg et al., 1988; Dromeyet al., 1992!.
This is due to the fact that time instants of glottal open
and closure are sometimes difficult to extract exactly due
formant ripple and noise that is present in the glottal wa
forms given by inverse filtering. Even in the absence of f
mant ripple, measuring OQ and SQ is difficult because of
gradual opening of the vocal folds. Due to these proble
computation of the time-based parameters is sometimes
formed by replacing the true time instants of glottal open
and closure by the time instants when the glottal flow cros
a level which is set to a certain ratio~e.g., 50%! of the
difference between the maximum and minimum amplitude
the glottal cycle~Dromeyet al., 1992!.

Among the three time-based parameters mentio
above, the use of CQ is justified for two reasons. First,
constitutes a measure that is affected by changes of the
tal pulse during its closing phase. Closing phase, in tu
corresponds to the portion of the glottal cycle during wh
the main excitation of the vocal tract occurs~Fant, 1993!.
Therefore, the value of CQ reflects changes that occur in
glottal source when vocal intensity or phonation type is
tered: the glottal closing phase typically decreases when
tensity is increased or when phonation is changed from
to pressed~Monsen and Engebretson, 1977; Alku and Vil
man, 1996a; Sulter and Wit, 1996!. Second, computation o
CQ does not require determining the time instant of glo
opening, which is typically much more difficult to extra
accurately than the time instant of glottal closure. Hen
when parametrization of voice production is computed fr
glottal flows distorted by formant ripple or noise, CQ typ
cally yields more robust results than OQ or SQ.

In studying quantification of the glottal flow with th
time-based parameters, it has become evident that thes
computed by measuring thetime lengthsbetween corre-
sponding events~i.e., glottal opening and closure as well
the instant of the maximal flow!. However, it is also possible
to measure time-domain features of the glottal closing ph
using theamplitude-domainvalues extracted from the glotta
flow and its first derivative. This is based on the voice sou
parametrization schemes developed independently an
parallel by Fant~Fant and Lin, 1988; Fantet al., 1994; Fant,
1995, 1997! and Alku and Vilkman~1996a, 1996b!. In these
studies, the application of the ratio between the amplitude
the ac flow and the negative peak amplitude of the fl
derivative has been analyzed in parametrization of the glo
source. This ratio was shown by Fant and his co-author
yield ‘‘a measure of effective decay time of the glottal flo
pulse’’ and it was used as a method to reduce the numbe
the LF parameters in modeling of the glottal source~Fant
et al., 1994; Fant, 1995, 1997!.

Based on these previous studies, the current survey
702 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 2, August 2002
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troduces a time-domain voice source parameter, the norm
ized amplitude quotient~NAQ!, which is closely related to
CQ. The goal of the study is to analyze, first, whether NA
provides a more robust method for parametrizing the tim
domain features of the glottal flow than CQ. Second, our a
is to analyze how NAQ behaves in the parametrization
glottal flows of different phonation types.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Normalized amplitude quotient

In order to derive the normalized amplitude quotient,
us start from a simplified model of the glottal flow repr
sented by a triangular pulse during the glottal open phase
a zero flow during the closed phase@Fig. 1~a!#. The length of
the opening phase, the closing phase, and the fundam
period is denoted byT1 , T2 , andT, respectively. The only
amplitude domain value needed to define this simplified g
tal pulse is the maximum value of the flow, which is denot
by f ac. The first derivative of the triangular-shaped glott
pulse is given by two rectangular pulses shown in Fig. 1~b!.
The first of these pulses is positive and it lies between
time instant of glottal opening (to) and the instant of the
maximum flow (tm). The second rectangular pulse is neg
tive; it starts attm and ends at the instant of glottal closu
(tc). It is worth noticing that the areas of both of the tw
rectangular pulses are equal tof ac. This derives from the fact
that the integral of the signal shown in Fig. 1~b! is the trian-
gular pulse shown in Fig. 1~a!, which starts from the zero
level at glottal opening, reaches its maximum valuef ac at
time instanttm, and returns to the zero level at glottal clo
sure. Due to the rectangular shape of the flow derivative,
following equation holds true during the glottal closin
phase:

A25dpeak•T25 f ac→T25
f ac

dpeak
5AQ, ~1!

where A2 denotes the area of the rectangular pulse betw
tm and tc in Fig. 1~b! and AQ denotes the ratio betweenf ac

and dpeak. Equation~1! yields, for the simplified triangular

FIG. 1. A triangular-shaped glottal flow pulse~a! and its first derivative~b!.
Amplitude values shown in the graphs: ac flow (f ac), negative peak ampli-
tude of the differentiated flow (dpeak). Time values shown in the graphs
lengths of the fundamental period~T!, glottal opening phase (T1), and the
glottal closing phase (T2), instants of glottal opening (to), maximal glottal
flow (tm), and glottal closure (tc).
Alku et al.: Normalized amplitude quotient
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Downloade
glottal pulse, the exact time length of the glottal closi
phase as a ratio of two amplitude values, the first of which
the flow maximum and the second of which is the negat
peak amplitude of the flow derivative. The value of the clo
ing quotient can now be obtained for the triangular glot
pulse using Eq.~1! as follows:

CQ5
T2

T
5

f ac

dpeak•T
5

AQ

T
. ~2!

Obviously, glottal pulses of a triangular shape do n
exist in real human speech production. This can be dem
strated by comparing the glottal flow@Fig. 2~a!# of a natural
vowel, obtained by inverse filtering, to its triangular-shap
artificial counterpart@Fig. 1~a!#. In particular, the shape o
the differentiated glottal flow computed from the real utte
ance @Fig. 2~b!# is considerably different from its
rectangular-shaped counterpart shown in Fig. 1~b!. However,
it is still possible to use the amplitude-based quotient p
sented above to obtain a CQ-related measure that need
extraction of the time instant of glottal closure. Computati
of the ratio f ac/dpeak, which yields an exact time length o
the glottal closing phase only for the triangular flow puls
can be considered in the case of a natural glottal pulse
follows @see Fig. 2~b!#. An equivalent rectangular pulse, the
height of which equalsdpeak, is set at the instant of the
negative peak of the flow derivative. The time length of th
pulse is initially infinitesimal. The length of the rectangul
pulse is increased until its area becomes equal tof ac. ~Simi-
lar to the case of the triangular glottal pulse, the value off ac

equals the area computed from the flow derivative betw
time instants of the maximal flow and glottal closure for t
natural glottal pulse as well.! When the area of the equivalen
rectangular pulse is equal tof ac, the length of the pulse is
denoted byTerp as shown in Fig. 2~b!. In this case, the fol-
lowing equation holds:1

Aerp5Terp•dpeak5 f ac→Terp5
f ac

dpeak
5AQ, ~3!

where Aerp denotes the area of the equivalent rectangu
pulse and AQ denotes the ratio betweenf ac and dpeak.
Hence, in the case of the natural glottal pulse, computa

FIG. 2. A glottal flow pulse~a! and its first derivative~b! computed from
natural speech by inverse filtering. Amplitude values shown in the gra
ac flow (f ac), negative peak amplitude of the differentiated flow (dpeak).
Time values shown in the graphs: length of the equivalent rectangular p
(Terp), instants of maximal glottal flow (tm), and glottal closure (tc).
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 2, August 2002
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of the amplitude ratiof ac/dpeak corresponds to adjusting th
time length of a rectangular pulse, whose height equalsdpeak

and whose center point2 is located at the instant of the neg
tive peak of the flow derivative, until the area of the pul
becomes equal tof ac.

Equation ~3! yields an amplitude-domain quotient t
quantify the closing phase of the glottal flow that differs
two ways from measurements used in the conventional ti
based parameters of the glottal flow. First, the value of A
does not require extraction of the time instant of glottal c
sure. Second, AQ yields a time length, which does not c
respond simply to the entire length of the glottal closi
phase; rather, it represents a measure that reflects chara
istics of the flow derivative in the vicinity of its negativ
peak. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3, which shows how
length of the equivalent rectangular pulse, i.e., AQ defined
Eq. ~3!, is large when the glottal flow derivative is smoo
@Fig. 3~a!#, which occurs in breathy phonation. However, t
time length of the equivalent rectangular pulse is small in
case of a rapidly fluctuating derivative@Fig. 3~b!# corre-
sponding to the pressed phonation type. It is worth notic
that Eq.~3! yields a value that equals the true length of t
glottal closing phase only in the case of the triangular fl
pulse. For natural glottal flows, however, the value given

s:

se

FIG. 3. Glottal flow ~a! and its first derivative~b! estimated by inverse
filtering in breathy phonation, glottal flow~c! and its first derivative~d!
estimated by inverse filtering in pressed phonation. Amplitude values sh
in the graphs: ac flow (f ac), negative peak amplitude of the differentiate
flow (dpeak). According to Eq.~3!, the length of the equivalent rectangula
pulse equals AQ, i.e., the ratio betweenf ac anddpeak, shown in the graphs
by arrows.
703Alku et al.: Normalized amplitude quotient
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Downloade
Eq. ~3! is always smaller than the length of the glottal clo
ing phase. The equivalent rectangular pulse has been ap
previously in different forms in other fields of science.
telecommunications, frequency characteristics of filters
quantified using the concept of noise-equivalent bandw
~Carlson, 1986!. This corresponds to defining an ideal rec
angular pulse for a given filter in the frequency domain t
would pass as much white-noise power as the filter in qu
tion. A similar approach has also been used in psychoac
tics in quantifying auditory filters using the approach of t
equivalent rectangular bandwidth~ERB! ~Moore, 1982!.

The time-length measure given in Eq.~3! can be normal-
ized with respect to the length of the fundamental period i
similar manner as is done in the computation of CQ. T
finally yields the following equation for normalized ampl
tude quotient~NAQ!:

NAQ5
AQ

T
5

f ac

dpeak•T
. ~4!

B. Speech material

The performance of the proposed voice source par
etrization method was evaluated by collecting speech d
from five female and five male speakers. None of the s
jects had a history of voice or hearing disorders. The voi
were also perceptually within normal limits as judged by
phoniatrician. The age of the subjects varied between 29
52 years for females and between 32 and 47 years for m
The speakers were asked to produce a sustained /a/ v
using breathy, normal, and pressed phonation types.
pitch was kept as constant as possible throughout the rec
ing. The length of the pronunciation was 2 s. Subjects w
allowed to use their natural fundamental frequency and
tensity level during the recording. All the speakers were fi
trained to produce the vowel with the three different pho
tion types by mimicking a qualified instructor. During th
recording, voice quality was assessed by a phoniatrician
asked the subject to repeat the speaking task until phona
was satisfactory. Recording of the utterances was perfor
in an anechoic chamber using a condenser microph
~Brüel & Kjær 4133 together with preamplifier Bru¨el & Kjær
2636!, held 40 cm from the lips of the speaker. Speech d
were saved onto a digital tape~DAT recorder TEAC RD-
200T! using a sampling frequency of 22 050 Hz and a re
lution of 16 bits.

After recording the speech signals an informal listen
test was made in order to verify that the voices belonged
the three different phonation types. Three phonation type
each speaker were played to a panel in random order. E
panelist was asked to mark the order of the phonation ty
The panel consisted of five members, all experienced
voice research. The experiment proved conclusive: all
members of the panel sorted the phonation types of e
speaker correctly. The judgments of the panel were thu
line with those of the phoniatrician. Hence, we can conclu
that all the subjects succeeded in producing the phona
types as required.
704 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 2, August 2002
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C. Inverse filtering

The glottal volume velocity waveforms were estimat
using an inverse filtering technique that is described in de
in Alku and Vilkman~1994!. This inverse filtering technique
applies the acoustic speech pressure waveform that has
recorded in a free field for estimation of the voice sour
i.e., no flow mask is required. The method developed
based on modeling the vocal tract transfer function with
all-pole filter which is determined using a sophisticated
gorithm called discrete all-pole modeling~DAP! ~El-Jaroudi
and Makhoul, 1991!. In comparison to the conventional lin
ear predictive coding~LPC!, which is usually applied in au-
tomatic inverse filtering, the DAP technique has been sho
to yield more accurate estimates of formants, especially
high-pitched voices~El-Jaroudi and Makhoul, 1991!. Hence,
the estimated glottal airflow waveforms are less distorted
formant ripples~Alku and Vilkman, 1994!.

The sampling frequency of the signals was first d
creased from the original value of 22.050 kHz to 8.0 kHz.
order to avoid aliasing, all the signals were low-pass filte
before the downsampling with a linear phase FIR filter, th
had its cutoff frequency at 4.0 kHz. Signals were then hig
pass filtered with a linear phase FIR filter using a cut
frequency of 50.0 Hz in order to remove any possible lo
frequency air-pressure variations picked up during the
cordings. Inverse filtering was computed by modeling t
vocal tract transfer function with an all-pole filter, the orde3

of which was varied between 8 and 12. Glottal flows we
estimated using a block length of 32 ms together with Ha
ming windowing. The position of the analysis window wa
initially set to the middle of the utterance. However, if th
estimated glottal waveform showed evidence of form
ripple ~i.e., there was an oscillating component present in
closed phase!, the position of the analysis window was va
ied in order to find a setting that yielded a waveform with
smaller amplitude of such distortion.

III. RESULTS

The behavior of NAQ was analyzed in two parts. In t
first part, robustness of the parameter was tested and c
pared to that of CQ. In this experiment, problematic con
tions in extracting data values from glottal flows were sim
lated by degrading the waveforms given by inverse filter
with additive noise. The goal of the second part was to fi
out what kind of values NAQ typically yields when param
etrizing glottal flows of three different phonation types.

A. Robustness of NAQ

One of the most important reasons behind the deve
ment of NAQ was the fact that extraction of time-based m
sures from glottal waveforms estimated by inverse filtering
often problematic due to noise and formant ripple that
present in the waveforms computed from natural speech
order to evaluate the performance of NAQ in problema
conditions, we generated test material using the glottal flo
inverse filtered from the voices of the ten speakers. A sin
cycle was cut from each glottal flow waveform. By conca
enating ten such cycles, a pulse form with no jitter in t
Alku et al.: Normalized amplitude quotient
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Downloade
length of the fundamental period was computed for e
speaker and each phonation type, yielding a total of 30 re
lar glottal pulse forms.@In real speech, even when this
produced using sustained phonation, the characteristics
single glottal pulse vary between consecutive cycles. Th
fore, it is common practice to average measurements
tracted from a single cycle over four to six periods~e.g.,
Holmberget al., 1988!. However, in the current experiment
larger number of cycles was acquired for statistical analy
and, hence, ten periods were used in the averaging. The
tal excitation was synthesized by concatenating ident
single pulses so that the parametrization showed no cycle
cycle variation.# Glottal pulse forms were then distorted b
additive noise~zero mean, Gaussian distribution! in order to
simulate suboptimal conditions in the parametrization of
waveforms. The amount of noise was quantified by mea
ing the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! from the degraded glotta
pulse forms. Eight different noise conditions were crea
corresponding to the following SNR values: infinity, i.e., n
noise added, 60, 55, 50, 45, 40, 35, and 30 dB. Hence,
total number of glottal waveforms used in this first expe
ment was 240~10 speakers, 3 phonation types, and 8 S
categories!.

Both CQ and NAQ were determined automatically f
each individual glottal cycle using the following procedur
The time instant of the negative peak (tpeak) of the flow
derivative was first identified during the glottal cycle. Th
length of the glottal closing phase was then determined
the sum of time spans of consecutive negative samples o
derivative before and aftertpeak. The value of CQ was ob
tained as the ratio between this closing phase and the le
of the fundamental period. In computing the value of NA
using Eq.~4!, f ac was determined as the largest ac-flow va
during the fundamental period. The value ofdpeak was ob-
tained by taking the amplitude of the derivative attpeak. Fi-
nally, CQ and NAQ extracted from individual glottal cycle
were averaged over the ten periods for each of the 240 gl
pulse forms. In order to analyze cycle-to-cycle variation
the quotient values extracted in noisy conditions, we a
computed standard deviation of both CQ and NAQ over
ten glottal cycles in all 240 cases.

Two examples describing behavior of CQ and NAQ a
function of SNR are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 based
single-subject data from a female and a male subject, res
tively. Both results were obtained from speech samples p
duced in normal phonation. Two characteristic differenc
between the quotients can be observed from the exam
shown. First, the value of NAQ is clearly smaller~approxi-
mately 0.15 when SNR5`! than that of CQ~approximately
0.30 when SNR5`!. Second, extraction of NAQ is mor
robust against noise, because its value changes less
SNR decreases.

In order to analyze the behavior of CQ and NAQ fro
the voices of all ten subjects, we used the following stati
cal measurements. First, relative changes of CQ, denote
r CQ, and NAQ, denoted byr NAQ , between the clean cond
tions and the noisy conditions were computed as follows
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 2, August 2002
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r CQ5100%•

uCQSNR2CQ`u
CQ`

, ~5!

r NAQ5100%•

uNAQSNR2NAQ`u
NAQ`

, ~6!

where CQSNR and NAQSNR denote the closing quotient an
the normalized amplitude quotient, respectively, compu
with a finite SNR value, i.e., SNR560,55,...,30 dB, and CQ̀
and NAQ̀ denote the closing quotient and the normaliz
amplitude quotient, respectively, computed in clean con
tions, i.e., SNR5`. Second, in order to analyze how cycl
to-cycle variation of the quotients varies as a function
SNR, we computed the coefficient of variation~Wilks, 1962!
for CQ, denoted bymCQ, and for NAQ, denoted bymNAQ ,
in noisy conditions as follows:

mCQ5100%•

s.d.CQ,SNR

mCQ,SNR
, ~7!

mNAQ5100%•

s.d.NAQ,SNR

mNAQ,SNR
, ~8!

where s.d.CQ,SNRandmCQ,SNRdenote standard deviation an
mean, respectively, of the closing quotient, and s.d.CQ,SNR

and mCQ,SNR denote standard deviation and mean, resp

FIG. 4. Closing quotient~CQ, white bars! and normalized amplitude quo
tient ~NAQ, black bars! as a function of signal-to-noise-ratio~SNR!. The
first value on thex axis (SNR5`) corresponds to the case in which n
noise was added to the glottal flow. Female speaker, normal phonation

FIG. 5. Closing quotient~CQ, white bars! and normalized amplitude quo
tient ~NAQ, black bars! as a function of signal-to-noise-ratio~SNR!. The
first value on thex axis (SNR5`) corresponds to the case in which n
noise was added to the glottal flow. Male speaker, normal phonation.
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tively, of the normalized amplitude quotient when parame
zation was computed over ten glottal periods using a fin
SNR value, i.e., SNR560,55,...,30 dB.

The relative change of CQ and NAQ between the cle
and noisy conditions is shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for fem
and male subjects, respectively. From these pictures it ca
seen thatr NAQ is less thanr CQ in speech samples produced
normal and pressed phonation for all the values of SN
~The sole exception is SNR value 30 dB in normal phonat
of female subjects wherer NAQ was slightly larger thanr CQ.!
This implies that NAQ changed less than CQ when extr
tion of the parameter has been distorted by adding nois

FIG. 6. Relative change of closing quotient~CQ, white bars! and normal-
ized amplitude quotient~NAQ, black bars! as a function of signal-to-noise
ratio ~SNR!. The first value on thex axis (SNR5`) corresponds to the cas
in which no noise was added to the glottal flow. Relative change was d
mined for CQ and NAQ using Eq.~5! and Eq.~6!, respectively. Female
speakers (n55), phonation type: breathy~a!; normal ~b!; pressed~c!.
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the glottal pulse form. In the case of breathy phonation
though, the result was different: the change of NAQ due
added noise was larger than that of CQ for female voices
three SNR values~40, 35, and 30 dB! and for male voices in
six SNR values~60, 55, 50, 45, 40, and 35 dB!.

Coefficient of variation is shown as a function of SNR in
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for female and male subjects, respective
Since the glottal waveforms to be parametrized were co
structed by concatenating ten identical periods, it is natur
that the cycle-to-cycle variation is zero for both CQ an

r-FIG. 7. Relative change of closing quotient~CQ, white bars! and normal-
ized amplitude quotient~NAQ, black bars! as a function of signal-to-noise-
ratio ~SNR!. The first value on thex axis (SNR5`) corresponds to the case
in which no noise was added to the glottal flow. Relative change was det
mined for CQ and NAQ using Eq.~5! and Eq.~6!, respectively. Male speak-
ers (n55), phonation type: breathy~a!; normal ~b!; pressed~c!.
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NAQ when SNR equals infinity. However, when noise
added, both parameters show increased cycle-to-cycle v
tion. Coefficient of variation is below 10% for both param
eters in almost all cases. The only major exception is CQ
breathy phonation for male voices@Fig. 9~a!# with SNR
equal to 30 dB. In this case, the large value ofmCQ was
caused by occasional positive values of the flow deriva
during the glottal closing phase due to the large amoun
added noise. This, in turn, caused the extraction of the c
ing phase to yield values of large variation.

It can be seen that coefficient of variation is clea
larger for CQ than for NAQ. In the case of normal an
pressed phonation, the value ofmCQ was larger in all the

FIG. 8. Coefficient of variation for closing quotient~CQ, white bars! and
normalized amplitude quotient~NAQ, black bars! as a function of signal-to-
noise-ratio~SNR!. The first value on thex axis (SNR5`) corresponds to
the case in which no noise was added to the glottal flow. Coefficien
variation was determined for CQ and NAQ using Eq.~7! and Eq.~8!, re-
spectively. Female speakers (n55), phonation type: breathy~a!; normal
~b!; pressed~c!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 2, August 2002
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SNR categories for both genders.~The sole exception is
again SNR value 30 dB in normal phonation of fema
wheremNAQ was slightly larger thanmCQ.! Only in breathy
phonation didmNAQ yield larger values thanmCQ. This oc-
curred in only one SNR category~SNR equal to 50 dB! for
females and in three SNR categories~SNR equal to 55, 50,
and 45 dB! for males.

Analysis of variance~ANOVA ! of the mathematical
packageMATLAB ~Mathworks Inc.! was also used to investi

f

FIG. 9. Coefficient of variation for closing quotient~CQ, white bars! and
normalized amplitude quotient~NAQ, black bars! as a function of signal-to-
noise-ratio~SNR!. The first value on thex axis (SNR5`) corresponds to
the case in which no noise was added to the glottal flow. Coefficien
variation was determined for CQ and NAQ using Eq.~7! and Eq.~8!, re-
spectively. Male speakers (n55), phonation type: breathy~a!; normal ~b!;
pressed~c!.
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gate the effects of different factors on CQ and NAQ. Fir
one-way ANOVA with noise category as a factor was co
puted. Results showed a statistically significant influence
SNR on CQ@F(7,232)55.81,p,0.05# but not on NAQ.
Second, a three-way analysis of variance with the fac
noise category, phonation type and gender was compute
taking into account noise categories with SNR>40, where
effects of noise did not affect either of the two paramet
too seriously. It was found that both CQ@F(2,171)
5300.8,p,0.05# and NAQ @F(2,171)5361.3,p,0.05#
were highly dependent statistically on the phonation ty
However, there was no effect of gender either on C
@F(1,171)50.88,p.0.05# or NAQ @F(1,171)50.000 17,
p.0.05#. In summary, these statistical analyses on no
corrupted waveforms indicate that both of the parameters
able to categorize the type of phonation effectively, but NA
is less vulnerable to distortion of the glottal pulse than C

B. Behavior of NAQ in parametrization of glottal
flows of different phonation types

The aim of the second part of our experiments was
analyze how NAQ behaves when it is used in parametr
tion of glottal flows representing three different phonati
types ~breathy, normal, and pressed!. The data material of
this part comprised all 30 glottal waveforms~10 speakers, 3
phonation types! obtained by inverse filtering. The glotta
waveforms and their first derivatives were analyzed using
same extraction procedure described in Sec. III A. The va
required for computation of CQ and NAQ were averag
over four consecutive glottal periods.

The results are shown in Table I and Table II for fema
and male voices, respectively. These data show that the m
value of NAQ decrease for both genders when phonatio
changed along with the axis breathy–normal–pressed

TABLE I. Mean, standard deviation and range of closing quotient~CQ! and
normalized amplitude quotient~NAQ! in the three phonation types. Fema
speakers (n55).

Parameter Phonation type Mean
Standard
deviation Range

CQ Breathy 0.40 0.065 0.29–0.48
Normal 0.29 0.037 0.26–0.36
Pressed 0.26 0.036 0.22–0.32

NAQ Breathy 0.22 0.039 0.15–0.27
Normal 0.15 0.016 0.13–0.16
Pressed 0.12 0.020 0.10–0.15

TABLE II. Mean, standard deviation and range of closing quotient~CQ! and
normalized amplitude quotient~NAQ! in the three phonation types. Mal
speakers (n55).

Parameter Phonation type Mean
Standard
deviation Range

CQ Breathy 0.45 0.046 0.38–0.51
Normal 0.27 0.022 0.24–0.30
Pressed 0.22 0.031 0.18–0.25

NAQ Breathy 0.28 0.044 0.23–0.35
Normal 0.13 0.022 0.11–0.17
Pressed 0.09 0.011 0.08–0.11
708 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 2, August 2002
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should be emphasized that this monotonic decrease of
parameter value occurred for all ten subjects analyzed.
tistical analyses~t-test, 95%! revealed that for male subject
the value of NAQ was significantly affected by the phonati
type. The value of CQ, however, did not show a statistica
significant difference between the normal and pressed m
voices. For female subjects, both CQ and NAQ yielded
statistically significant difference between the breathy a
normal voices, while neither of the two parameters showe
significant difference between samples produced using
mal and pressed phonation.

In summary, all 30 analyzed voices are expressed in
same coordinate in Fig. 10. This figure indicates that co
lation between CQ and NAQ is high~correlation coefficient
equaled 0.94!, even though voices from different phonatio
types and from both genders are pooled together. This re
indicates that in the time-domain parametrization of the g
tal closing phase the conventional CQ parameter can be
placed with NAQ, even though the analysis involves spe
sounds of greatly different voice source characteristics. T
in turn, implies that the time-domain parametrization of t
glottal closing phase can be improved by making it mo
straightforward and less vulnerable to distortion such
measurement noise.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This study presents the normalized amplitude quoti
~NAQ!, which makes possible quantifying time-based fe
tures of the voice source from amplitude-domain measu
ments extracted from the glottal flow and its first derivativ
The parameter is based on expressing the ratio between
amplitude of the ac flow and the negative peak amplitude
the flow derivative using the concept of equivalent rectan
lar pulse, a hypothetical signal with its center point located
the instant of the main excitation of the vocal tract. The ra
between the two amplitude values corresponds to the t
length of the equivalent rectangular pulse when the area
the pulse is equal to the ac flow of the glottal pulse. T
value of NAQ is determined by normalizing the time leng
of the equivalent rectangular pulse with respect to the du
tion of the fundamental period.

FIG. 10. Closing quotient~CQ! and normalized amplitude quotient~NAQ!
expressed in the same plane for all the analyzed speech samples~10 speak-
ers, 3 phonation types!.
Alku et al.: Normalized amplitude quotient
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NAQ is a sequel to previous studies addressing par
etrization of the glottal flow based on amplitude doma
measurements~Fant and Lin, 1988; Fantet al., 1994; Fant,
1995, 1997; Alku and Vilkman, 1996a, 1996b!. The latter
studies presents AQ as a straightforward method to par
etrize glottal flows of different phonation types from tw
amplitude domain measures. Significantly, their studies
not discuss the fact that AQ, even though extracted from
amplitude values, yields a time-domain quantity. Moreov
there was no normalization of AQ with respect to the len
of the fundamental period. Consequently, AQ values p
sented in Alku and Vilkman~1996a, 1996b! were different
for female and male speakers. Obtaining a time-domain m
sure by computing the ratio betweenf ac and dpeak was first
presented in Fantet al. ~1994!. In their study, the ratio be
tween the two amplitude values is called the effective de
nation time and it is geometrically interpreted as ‘‘the pr
jection on the time axis of a tangent to glottal flow at t
point of excitation, limited by ordinate values of 0 andf ac’’
~Fant, 1997!. In Fant~1995, 1997!, the effective declination
time is normalized by multiplying it byF0/110 ~i.e., funda-
mental frequency,F0, of the voice divided by the approxi
mated average fundamental frequency, 110 Hz, typica
male speech!. This normalization yields a voice source p
rameter, denoted byRd , that equals NAQ divided by 110.

Even though there is a close relationship between N
of the current study andRd discussed in Fant~1995, 1997!,
the concept of the equivalent rectangular pulse is new in
parametrization of the glottal source. This concept con
tutes an alternative to Fant’s geometrical interpretation of
ratio between the amplitude of the ac flow and the nega
peak amplitude of the flow derivative. Our new interpretati
is motivated, first, because the equivalent rectangular p
makes it easier to understand and visualize the role of
quotient between the two amplitude values rather than
deal with the ‘‘projection on the time axis of a tangent to t
glottal flow.’’ Second, and more importantly, the computati
of NAQ using the current approach allows for a straightf
ward comparison of two glottal flow pulses in terms of th
time-domain features during the closing phase: the glo
pulses are transformed into thesamesimple functions~i.e.,
rectangular pulses! and the comparison is performed betwe
these waveforms. Transforming waveforms of differe
shapes into rectangular functions has proven to be useful
example, in telecommunications in comparing frequen
characteristics of filters using noise-equivalent bandwid
~Carlson, 1986!. Therefore, to make this idea known also
the time-domain parametrization of the glottal waveform
justified. Finally, we would like to point out that previou
studies onRd have not addressed widely the classification
the phonation type.

In computation of NAQ, the length of the equivale
rectangular pulse is determined using the maximum am
tude values of the flow and its derivative during one glot
cycle without requiring the extraction of the time instant
glottal closure. Therefore, computation of NAQ is straig
forward, even though glottal flow waveforms contain dist
tion such as measurement noise that make the extractio
glottal closure complicated. Difficult conditions in data e
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 112, No. 2, August 2002
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traction were simulated in the present study by degrad
glottal flows given by inverse filtering with additive Gaus
ian noise. The comparison between NAQ and its conv
tional counterpart, closing quotient~CQ!, showed that the
proposed new technique yielded a more robust paramet
tion method than CQ in normal, but especially in press
phonation. However, in breathy phonation, in particular
male voices, the value of CQ changed less than NAQ w
noise-distorted pulse forms were compared to the clean o
~From the point of view of NAQ this is regrettable becau
time instants of breathy phonation are typically the most d
ficult to extract reliably and, hence, their extraction wou
require improved parametrization methods.! The reason why
NAQ is more robust against noise than CQ in normal a
pressed phonation types but not so much in breathy pho
tion is explained by the shape of glottal flow derivative at t
instant (tpeak) of its negative peak. In normal and in press
phonation, the derivative curve attpeak is very sharp and of a
large amplitude, which implies that the value ofdpeak

changes little, even though the flow waveform is somew
distorted by noise. However, in breathy phonation the wa
form of the flow derivative atdpeak is smooth and the value
dpeakis low, which makes it more vulnerable to the effects
noise.

Since NAQ is computed using two amplitude value
both of which are extracted at a single time instant, it
possible for the accuracy of the quotient to deteriorate w
the glottal flows are severely affected by noise. Distortion
the flow signal even at a single time instant during the glo
closing phase might, in the worst case, cause a large erro
the value of the negative peak of the derivative.~This results
typically in an increased value ofdpeak, which in turn re-
duces the value of NAQ.! To alleviate the distortion cause
by instantaneous noisy peaks of the flow derivative, it co
be possible to use a procedure where a glottal flow mo
represented by predefined mathematical functions is firs
to the flow waveform over the entire length of the closi
phase. The value of NAQ could then be computed by us
the derivative of this mathematical function instead of us
dpeak extracted at a single time instant of the original, d
torted derivative.

By analyzing voices produced in three different phon
tion types, the study showed that NAQ values were, on
erage, approximately 50% smaller than the correspond
CQ values. It was also proven that there is a high correla
between NAQ and CQ. In addition, the value of NA
showed a monotonic decrease for all ten analyzed subj
when phonation was changed from breathy to normal
then to pressed. Hence, NAQ reflects changes in the v
register. In this respect, the behavior of NAQ is similar
that of CQ. In measuring the time-domain features of
glottal closing phase, however, NAQ takes into account o
the energetically decisive portion of the flow derivative
the vicinity of tpeak. This principle can be considered mo
justified than measuring the entire length of the glottal cl
ing phase embedded in the computation of CQ if the deri
tive waveform is smooth~and consequently of minor impor
tance energetically! in the beginning and in the end of th
glottal closing phase.
709Alku et al.: Normalized amplitude quotient
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In focusing on a subsection of the entire glottal closi
phase, NAQ is similar to some of the time-domain para
etrization schemes reported in previous studies~Fant, 1997;
Sundberget al., 1993; Frölich et al., 2001!. In these studies
the parametrization of the glottal flow has been computed
defining the closing phase as a time span between the
maximum and the negative peak of the flow derivative. M
suring this time span, which is denoted byTpp in Sundberg
et al. ~1993!, implies that the so-called return phase of t
flow derivative has been ignored. Among these studies,
work by Sundberget al. ~1993! is closest to the current sur
vey, because it also involves analyses on the mode of p
nation. Unfortunately, the results obtained by Sundberget al.
~1993! cannot be directly compared to those of the curr
study, because breathy phonation was not analyzed in
experiments and they did not normalizeTpp with respect to
the length of the fundamental period. However, Sundb
et al. ~1993! reported thatTpp tended to be shorter in presse
voices than in normal voices of the same pitch. Hence, t
results are in line with those of the current study, ev
though the parametrization methods, both of which focus
a subsection of the glottal closing phase, are different. In
estingly, it was reported by Sundberget al. ~1993! that in
24% of the casesTpp increased when phonation was chang
to pressed. Comparison of this finding to the result of
current study, which shows that there was a monoto
change of NAQ between the phonation types for all the
terances, suggests that NAQ is able to classify the phona
type more accurately thanTpp .

1It should be noticed in Eqs.~3! and ~4! that the domain of AQ is time,
because this quotient is defined as a ratio between a flow value and a
of the time derivativeof the flow. If inverse filtering is based on digita
signal processing, which is typical in voice source analysis today, the
ues off ac anddpeakare usually extracted from discrete-time waveforms t
are expressed using integer numbers as the time variable. In this cas
in Eqs.~3! and~4! needs to be divided by the sampling frequency in ord
to express the parameter value in seconds.

2The resulting length of the rectangular pulse does not, of course, depen
the absolute time location of the pulse. However, to adjust the center p
of the pulse to the instant of the negative peak of the flow deriva
emphasizes thatdpeak is the only amplitude value of the flow derivativ
needed in the computation ofTerp.

3Modeling a spectral resonance with a digital all-pole filter requires~at least!
one complex conjugate pair of poles in thez domain. Since the signa
bandwidth used in the current study was 4 kHz, and vowels have on a
age one formant per 1 kHz, the minimum order of the vocal tract filte
eight. However, using this small order of the vocal tract model someti
results in formant ripple due to insufficient canceling of the vocal tr
resonances. In general, the distortion caused by format ripple can b
duced by increasing the order of the all-pole filter. Then again, if too la
a filter order is used, the glottal flow estimate can be distorted by smoot
caused by increased low-frequency amplification of the inverse filter
order to minimize the effects of these two distortions in the current stu
the order of the vocal tract all-pole filter was adjusted separately for e
utterance by always starting with a filter order of eight and by increasin
to 10 or 12 when a reduction in the amount of formant ripple was requi
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